Tagline
The Simplest Software Application Management Platform

Short Description
Zluri is a comprehensive SaaS Operations (SaaSOps) management platform for IT teams. It helps IT
teams Discover, Manage, Secure, and Comply across multiple SaaS applications, all from a single
dashboard. In short, Zluri puts the IT team back in control of their new SaaS-ified landscape

Long Description
Zluri gives you automated visibility to the Saas apps in your organization, Their usage, Spends And also
helps you manage vendors, contracts & renewals from a single dashboard by collating data from
various sources through API integrations. It identifies the users, departments, and apps used by each
individual user through the integration with your SSO service provider (Google Workspace for
example), Reads all the expenses from your financial system integration (like Quickbooks), Maps the
expenses to apps and then distributes the spends as across users & departments. It also helps you
keep track of departmental budgets & spends, Gives you timely reminder for contract renewals &
recurring payments, Helps you identify redundant/authorised apps And detailed reports & insights to
save money while getting the maximum value out of your software stack.

Key Features
Automatic SaaS App Discovery
Automatically discover apps through any SSO & accounting systems integrations.

Spend Reporting
Track your software spend over time by the user, department, vendor and identify important trends

Usage Tracking
Identify which apps are used to what extent by which users & departments to make informed purchase & renewal decisions

Team-based Budgeting
Allocate budget to each team & track their software spends & usage

Duplicate/Unauthorised App Detection
Identify duplicate/unauthorized apps used across the organization to monitor shadow IT

Vendor & Contract Management
Maintain all vendor contracts, documents& keep track of renewals from one single dashboard

Reports, Insights & Alerts

Get detailed reports & timely alerts to optimize your software spending & usage
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